
Catering To Comfort

Range of guest room amenities supplied by Venture Hotel Supplies

Whilst celebrating eight years of service excellence, Venture Hotel Supplies are
currently  expanding  their  horizons  into  the  international  market  under  the
guidance  of  Eranga  de  Silva,  Managing  Director  of  Venture  Hotel  Supplies.
Having started as  Venture Trades in  2004 primarily  involved in  the printing
business, it has now grown as a well established supplier company in the hotel
industry.

Being a prominent supplier in Guest Room Amenities, Venture Hotel Supplies has
become a successful brand name in the Hotel Industry with a dedicated holistic
eco-friendly  manufacturing  process,  that  mainly  uses  re-cycled  paper  for
packaging  purposes.

“Our main concepts are re-cycling and go-green. We produce our products with
the  inherent  qualities  of  the  guests  in  mind,  who  stay  in  our  hotels.  We
differentiate  our  products  and  qualities  to  suit  skin  conditions  and  other
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requirements,” says Eranga de Silva.

Venture Hotel Supplies’ collection of guest room amenities for hotels comprises
mainly of soap, shampoo, conditioner, shower gel, body lotion, dental kits, loofah,
drip mat,  shower cap,  bath slippers,  bath robe,  paper bags,  hotel  stationery,
comb, ceramic products and many other hotel amenities. It is constantly engaged
in  developing  a  more  comprehensive  range  of  products  to  offer  guests  a
refreshing and relaxing experience.

The  company,  which  has  been  greatly  contributing  to  reducing  the  carbon
footprint from the environment through its recycled and hand made products, has
attracted more than 60 hotels including some of the star hotels in the Island
namely  Aitken  Spence  Hotels  and  Resorts,  Jetwing  Hotels,  Hilton  Colombo
Residence,  Heritance Kandalama,  Taj  Hotels,  Ceylon Continental  Hotel,  Galle
Face Hotel, Cinnamon Hotels and Amaya. Venture Hotel Supplies now takes their
success further with expansions into the international market extending their
services to Maldives, and Seychelles.

Though a young company, Venture Hotel Supplies has participated in many hotel
industry exhibitions with the aim of promoting their environmentally friendly,
quality products that promise their users a holistic experience that nourishes the
skin, body and soul.
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